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These  reflections  were  triggered  by  a  two-part,  1-hour,  ‘Drum Tower’  podcast1 on  The

Economist, broadcast at the end of September 2023. It connects with my earlier writings on

China’s ‘Belt-and Road Initiative’ (BRI).1 We are now at the 10th anniversary of this major

Chinese foreign aid and global connectivity enterprise, launched by Xi Jinping within a year

of gaining top leadership of  China in  October  2012. BRI embodies Xi’s strong personal

backing and commitment. 

What should we understand of the BRI’s future? Is it a success or a failure? Bear in mind that

China has spent hugely, over $1 trillion, to fund these projects. It will surely examine and

fold into this global enterprise the lessons learnt, including persisting allegations of a “debt

trap” that the BRI has created for some of the over 100 countries that have borrowed monies,

some very heavily. Around 150 countries have signed BRI MoUs with China; but a tide of

caution has been rising. 

The Podcast 

The first  35-minute podcast referred to above focused on a correspondent’s train journey

through Laos, right up to a new town that has developed on the Laotian side of the border; the

line starts in Kunming, Yunnan’s capital. It may be recalled that this rail link is to go  through

Thailand, right up to Bangkok, with the latter part still under construction. There is another

such  railway  line,  which  also  commences  in  Kunming,  and  runs  through  Myanmar  to

Malaysia and Singapore (these last two segments are currently being built). These two North-

South lines will reshape transportation, essentially tying the region with China. There is also

an old dream of an East-West link, which might use parts of these two lines, linking North

East (NE) India with Myanmar and other South East (SE) Asian states, even Vietnam. An

open  question:  might  China  might  participate?  It’s  self-interest  is  in  the  North-South

linkages.

Some reflections evoked by this podcast:

 A new highspeed rail-line to Laos makes no economic sense, except as part of larger

outreach to SE Asia.  
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 An  influx  of  Chinese  capital  has  raised  questions  in  Laos  over  corruption,  and

changes in local life. A pharmacy in the special border town on the Laotian side of the

frontier explains how a special economic zone works, with lots of local compromises,

attracting Chinese investors  and service  staff,  in  the  hope of  large manufacturing

investments;  that  may  not  be  very  realistic.  Some  are  building  casinos  and

commercial ventures not permitted in China. 

 China allows borrowing countries to delay re-payments, but the debt keeps rising. It

also creates a huge financial  burden, which impinges on other social  expenditure,

including education. This, too, is an unseen burden on borrowers. 

 Did China realise that it would create debt at a level that could not be repaid? That

question divides analysts. China is extremely reluctant to write-off any debts. Where

will this leave many countries such as Laos, Pakistan and Sri Lanka?

 Will the real cost leave the debtor in a crippled bilateral relationship, with long-term

dependency?

The second podcast examined the impact of the BRI within China, as seen through a visit to a

major city in Inner Mongolia:

 Public  opinion  is  shifting  in  China,  with  less  admiration  for  large  spending  on

infrastructure.  Now that  the  great  outline  has  been established,  perhaps  new BRI

projects will be more discerning, focusing more on sustainability.

 The BRI is understood by the locals in this province as an expression of China’s

generosity, and self-sacrifice. However, they question if China should spend so much

money  on  foreign  countries  when  their  own  economy  is  slowing  down.  This

underscores how cautious the Chinese public is, towards giving external aid. 

 When the BRI was announced, the locals in the border provinces, including Xinjiang,

expected  that  they  would  become  prosperous,  but  that  has  not  happened.  As

mentioned in the podcast, “the public is getting scratchy” over foreign aid, an on-

record comment by officials reveals. Some Chinese professors have stated that huge
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aid projects in Central Asia are good for China, but their own students do not feel

happy over this. The Chinese government is yet to address these doubts.

Reports based on such ground-level investigation convey authenticity, and insight. What is

especially striking is the conservative thinking among the public towards foreign aid.2 This

limits debt write-offs, even for an authoritarian state.

The Wider Canvas

Infrastructure projects  are  always hard to  finance,  and returns  are  both  slow and low in

monetary value than the social returns – but lenders are not enamoured with the latter, foreign

countries even less.

Looking at the wider canvas it seems that domestic outreach is shifting the line from helping

the  Chinese  economy,  to  new  claims  that  China  is  helping  other  countries,  and  thus,

contributing to the global economy. This fits the position that China is a global player.

At a deeper level, what might we anticipate in this second decade of BRI? 

 China’s new global initiatives3 fit its wider narrative, that it upholds a more inclusive,

egalitarian and less judgmental international and world order. This is easy to say, but

it is not clear how far China will go in this pursuit of a new global architecture. For

example, it has recently joined the dialogue, traditionally led by the West, to help

highly  indebted  countries,  but  it  is  not  yet  clear  if  it  will  play  by  the  rules  of

institutionalized World Bank and International Monetary Fund debt relief, or pick and

choose among these. Few expect China to implement major debt write-offs, owing to

its domestic compulsions. But without that, how can Pakistan, or Sri Lanka or other

highly indebted African states get out of their massive, unviable debt burdens?

 Pakistan,  which was a  star  in  the  projects  it  attracted  in  the  early phase  of  BRI,

received massive aid, widely estimated at $62 billion.4 It simply cannot repay this

without large Chinese write-offs, which is unlikely to happen, not the least because it

will trigger such demands from other states. Furthermore, recent reports show that

Pakistan is seeking $11 billion from China and Saudi Arabia.5
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 In  SE  Asia,  the  two  massive  railway  networks,  Yunnan-Thailand  and  Yunnan-

Singapore  lines,  will  reshape  commercial  hubs  and  transport  routes.  They  also

demonstrate  China’s  global  leadership  in  high-speed railway technology,  and will

propel it to undertake other projects, in Africa and Latin America. However, these are

expensive ventures, as the Balkan states and their neighbours saw after 2015, with the

Serbia-Hungary railway line project; it was announced in early 2023 that it is now

possible to travel Belgrade-Budapest in 3.5 hours. But the connected, more ambitious,

Greece-East Europe fast link seems to have run into problems. The irony is that while

such highspeed lines do not meet EU norms, it is China that has the best safety record,

with a highspeed network that is larger than in the rest of the world.

 Sizable cost  inflation is  a  regular  feature with most  major  infrastructure projects.

Perhaps this is inevitable, given also that implementation is invariably delayed beyond

the original estimates. How far will China take recourse to the international finance

institutions to deal with this? 

 There are two other features that have been built into the BRI projects. First, they

provide China with new global access, which lifts the country from its quasi-land-

locked situation. That applies especially to the Trans-Asian rail routes through Central

Asia,  and the  Gwadar-Xinjiang rail  link.  But  the implementation cost  is  massive.

Inevitably, that undermines quotidian utilisation of these routes. Perhaps the new rail-

links  to  SE  Asia  might  be  more  viable  in  economic  terms,  but  that  will  be  the

exception.  Second,  such  projects  take  Chinese  technology  and  conception  of

engineering to the global marketplace. That is a long-term win.

 Italy,  the one  country in  mainstream EU that  had signed on to  the  BRI has now

decided  not  to  implement  any  project  under  that  rubric.  This  will  produce  new

Beijing-EU tensions.

 China’s record with transfer of technology, developing local skills and inculcating

know-how in recipient states is poor at best.  It will face new demands on this, in

Africa and elsewhere.
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The looming second decade of the BRI presents a mixed picture, with problems outweighing

the successes. High speed rail is a major Chinese asset, but seems to offer limited economic

viability, save in SE Asia.

China’s larger political  and economic scene also presents challenges.  Growth has slowed

down, and some sectors are in crisis, including the housing industry and local governance.

New political intrusions into the operation of private business have added to insecurity for

foreign investors. The eclipse of two major cabinet personalities hints at churning within the

leadership. Of the two, Defence Minister Li Shangfu (as also the two eclipsed generals from

the rocket  forces)  is  a  political  heavyweight.  The disappearance of Foreign Minister Qin

Gang is of lesser domestic consequence, but his sudden replacement affects China’s external

standing. Both these raise questions for Xi Jinping and are unsettling for China’s domestic

population. They also add to challenges for domestic governance. 
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Author’s Note

The BRI 2020 essay is an early version of what was later published as a book chapter. That

book chapter was downloaded 271 times by 2021, with the book publisher earning Euros

24.95 per download.

This is what I wrote to the book Editor, a very nice person, in late-2021:

As  the  enclosed  screen-shot  taken  today  shows,  it  has  been
downloaded 271 times, and the chapter download is priced at Euros
24.95. That comes to over Euros 6700.

I have not seen a penny of that, nor any moolah for that piece. The Editor kindly asked the
Publisher if I might get a thin slice - the Publisher wrote back about the honour I gained as an
author!

Splendid.
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